EuropeanSearchCompany
Human Capital Consulting

Master Data Manager - Milestone Systems
Securing the single version of truth about Milestone Company data
Start-up mentality, solid knowledge of IT Operations and People Management
skills
We are a fast growing company with big ambitions. The entrepreneurial spirit that founded
the company can still be seen and felt, even though today we’re a global player in the
surveillance industry. We’re headquartered just outside of Copenhagen, Denmark and we
have offices in more than 20 countries.
For our application and project department within the Global IT and operations department
in Brøndby we are looking for a dedicated Master Data manager. The department is
responsible for project execution, customization and maintenance of e.g. Navision. As Master
Data manager you will be part of a dynamic and quality-conscious team with a very broad
interface towards our business in order to create and manage a master data management
process. You will get to work with highly skilled colleagues in an internationally change
oriented organization.
Master Data Manager's responsibilities










Establish a solid master data governance within Milestone
Get and maintain the overview of data flows in Milestone
Ownership of the integrity of data in our different systems
Clarifying data structure requirements together with stakeholders
Prioritizing the efforts needed in order to maintain integrity
Gatekeeper towards data integrity when doing changes
Holding data owners accountable for the ownership and responsibilities
Ensuring alignment and roll-out across applications and platforms.
Drive optimization activities/projects related to master data

Structured and customer focused
We are looking for candidates who hold a Master’s degree in a related discipline. We expect
some years of related work experience from a similar position. On the technical side you
preferable have a good understanding of data structures and insight into relevant tools.

You have strong organizational skills with the ability to keep multiple streams of work moving
across people and departments as well as proven people skills, since communication,
collaboration, patience and tact is needed.
You can work autonomously creating and tracking progress in a fast paced environment and
are comfortable juggling and coordinating multiple projects across several key channels
simultaneously.
You need to recognize yourself in the below description:











Experienced with best-practices in the area of master data management
Preferably with experience in process optimization across different platforms
Preferably with experience in compliance and related areas
Quality-driven - getting to the result without being unnecessarily rigid
Can handle many changes and moving targets
Ability to navigate through many different priorities
Excellent personnel handling skills as well as the understanding of different cultures
across borders
Ability to set the bar high and achieve it, but also to make the right compromise at
the right time
You are structured, methodical and organized and thrive in a changeable
environment
You possess excellent English skills both orally and in writing

Join a great team
The team is currently small and placed under Global IT and operations; Business Support.
The team is responsible for different tasks under the broad hat of project management,
system ownership and master data management.
The environment is agile in the planning and execution of projects, as priorities may change.
Contact and application
If you have any questions please call Brian Ranvits at European Search Company; +45 2048
0548.
If you are interested in the position, please send your CV and motivational letter to;
bra@europeansearch.dk att: “Master Data Manager”

About Milestone Systems
Founded in 1998, Milestone Systems is a world-leading provider of open platform IP video management software (VMS) with headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark. Our objective is to improve our clients’ organizational processes and increase
overall security through the management and distribution of digital video data. Since 2014 a stand-alone company in Canon Group. Milestone technology is easy to manage, reliable and proven in thousands of customer installations, providing
flexible choices in network hardware and integrations with other systems. Sold through partners in more than 100 countries, Milestone solutions help organizations to manage risks, protect people and assets, optimize processes and reduce costs.
We call ourselves the open platform company. That stands for three things: open platform technology, an open business model and an open company culture. Our video management software (VMS) solutions are designed with an open architecture
which allows for easy integration with other security and business systems. Yet open platform encompasses so much more. It also represents an open business model with an extensive technology and channel partner network, where everyone
benefits from stronger innovation and value creation for our end-customers. Our open company culture is a foundation for how we collaborate internally and conduct business and share expertise and knowledge with partners and customers.
We are a fast growing company with big ambitions. The entrepreneurial spirit that founded the company can still be seen and felt, even though today we’re a global player in the surveillance industry. We’re headquartered just outside of
Copenhagen, Denmark and we have offices in more than 20 countries. We offer a flexible work environment where our employees get to define their workday and have a great deal of influence over how they use their time. We work hard, set our
ambitions high and celebrate our successes together.

